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GIMA "P" STAMPING GUN, Power Solution in 
stamping

Characteristics

It's not only the design that distinguishes this product from all others, but also the functionality and the simple operation and 
maintenance. With the GIMA P you have a powerful hand- held embossing device with an embossing head for deep, clean and 
reliable embossing of metal parts (steel, cast iron, aluminium etc.)

Light device with the PE type holder
No power connection necessary!
Energy: Ring with 10 propellant charges SPIT (standard or heavy- duty)
With one stroke you can emboss up to 12 characters with 4 to 12 mm typeface height
Typeset: Numerals, letters, special characters, company logos
Steel types in various different designs with sharp or dotted (low stress) engraving
Rapid change of types through pin locking
The stamping gun is low- recoil
100% cartridge utilisation through the "Winchester cartridge system"
The unit is suitable for simple positioning against flat and round materials
The GIMA P is equipped with comprehensive vibration protection.
Clean - thanks to good ventilation
[NEW] Automatic piston retraction
[NEW] Energy adjustment 
Weight with magazine: 3.3 kg
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Weight with magazine: 3.3 kg

Advantages:

Lowest maintenance costs!
Simple and robust system!
Less recoil!
More comfort!
More power!

Accessories:

Cartridge ring with 10 propellant charges
Individual types (special version)
Individual type holder
[NEW] Steel head for hot surfaces

Individual types

Special steel types manufactured from high performance stamping steel with special profile for the GIMA type heads.
Sharp or dotted engravingText, typeface height and typeface width per requirement
Standard types in 2 breadths: 5,3 and 8 mm 
Space types
custom- built types
block types in 4 to 12 mm type height
ALL types available as sharp or dotted (low stress) engravements

Cartridges

Cartridge- ring with 10 propelling charges
available in 2 intensities: lightly (brown) and strong (green)

Similar / alternative products

Zubehör:

 GIMA "S" STAMPING 
GUN, pneumatic

 GIMA "C" STAMPING 
GUN, pneumatic

 GIMA "A" STAMPING 
GUN, pneumatic
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 Disc cartridges SPIT for 
GIMA P

 Steel types for stamping 
guns GIMA P & Hilit


